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NEW QUESTION: 1
DRAG DROP
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
Fund managers require a consistent rigorous standard for risk
assessment that:
A. Supports stocks.
B. Supports fixed income investments.
C. Crosses all asset classes
D. Supports derivative instruments.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is the name of the Java concept that uses access modifiers
to protect variables and hide them within a class?
A. Inheritance
B. Abstraction
C. Encapsulation
D. Polymorphism
E. Instantiation
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Using the private modifier is the main way that an object
encapsulates itself and hide data from the outside world.
Reference:
http://www.tutorialspoint.com/java/java_access_modifiers.htm

NEW QUESTION: 4
When you upload your application to Oracle Application
Container Cloud Service using the user Interface, which file
must you include?
A. weblogic.xml
B. deployment.json
C. manifest.json
D. deployment.xml
Answer: D
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